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1-aEFACE

Early in the Spring of 166, administrative rep-

resentatives from the major hospitals and the Harrisburg

Area Community College met to discuss the current health

manpower status in the region comprising Dauphin, Cumber-

land, and Perry Counties. That meeting resulted in a

consensus that critical shortages do exist in a wide

range of ..lealzh service specialties. A suggestion was

made that continued discussions on measures to ameliorate

those shortages should: await the findings of a systematic

'county study of existing health manpower requirements

and resources.

Such a study was jointly approved and funded by the

Harrisburg Hospital, the Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital,

and the Harrisburg Area Community College.
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Introduction

Ooze of this country's most critical domestic concerns is the

problem of meeting personnel needs for the burgeoning health service

industry. Considerable attention has been focused on how, where,

and how many health service personnel are to be educated and trained.
A

Had this not been a dilemma in the recent past, it will have cer-

tainly become one as the historic Nedicare bill goes into effect.

While it is not known precisely what impact ;:edicare will ultimately

have on the health service establishment, it has been predicted that

it will contribute significantly to the need for at least one million

additional health service workers by 1975. This represents a 35%

increase of health service workers in the total U. S. labor force.

Because the task of meeting this Goal will be formidable indeed, the

'nation must mobilize and use a vast array of resources and talent.

Failure to do so can seriously jeopardize the quality and quantity

of medical and health care services the public has a right to expect.

The Federal Government, through a number of legislative acts,

has provided support for a wide variety of activities relating to

the health endeavor. Such support can be effective only if local

initiative is exercised to determine and identify specific corranunity

needs. The ensuing report is the result of the kind of preliminary

community action which will be required if sound programs to educate

and train health personnel are, to be designed and established.
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Focus of the stucly.

The Bureau of the Census reports employment figures in two major

classifications of the health services industry. The first of these

includes all personnel engaged in delivering services relating to and

supportive of the health establishment. In 1960, over 2,500,000 per-

sons were employed in health services.
1

.1.n 1905, this figure is

estimated to have risen to almost 3,000,000 or 4.5% of the total

labor force in the United States. Of this number, approximately one-

fourth work in positions not usually classified as uhealth occupations."

These are laundry, housekeeping, maintenance, general clerical, and

many dietary department personnel. Their skills and knowledges are

not unique to the health field.

The second classification--health occupations--refers to those

personnel who possess knowledges and skills which are unique to the

health establishment. Such persons are required to spend anywhere

from one to twelve years to prepare for careers in health. Licensed

practical nurses, dental assistants, x-ray technicians, medical tech-

nologists, professional nurses, pharmacists, physicians, and dentists

are characteristic of this group.

The Health Careers Guidebooks published by the United States

Department of Labor in December of 1965, identifies and describes
w

about 200 health career opportunities which are grouped within thirty-

two general categories. As the fund of medical knowledge and technology

1U. S. 3ureau of the Census, U. So Census of Population: 1960, Vol. 1,

Characteristics of the population, U. S. Government Printing Office,

Was'ainston, D. C., 1954.



increased, it created a demand for whole classes of new technicians.

Many of the 200 careers listed in the Guidebook did not exist before

,lorld War II. Indeed, there are sc=e developing careers, such as in

biomedical engineering technology and medical emergency technology,

Which are not even listed in the guidebook. 3y far the greatest

increase among the occupational categories is in those areas requiring

relatively short-term study (one, two, and three years). Although the

present study includes data on all health service workers, the major

portion of this report will be devoted to problems and shortages from

among the occupational categories requiring one to three years of

education and training (beyond high school). Personnel in these

categories are increasingly referred to as "health technicians."



Survey Procedures

The report which follows is a general summary of data and

opinions gathered through interviews, mailed questionnaires, and

survey of pertinent and recent literature.

A. Interviews were held with administrative representatives

of the major hospitals and nursing homes in th tri - county

area; and with directors, executive secretaries, and rep-

resentatives of professional associations and organizations.

The hospitals were:

Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Harrisburg Hospital
Holy Spirit Hospital
Co:;:; :::pity General Osteopathic Hospital

Harrisburg State Hospital
Hershey Hospital
Miller Oral Surgery Hospital
D. W. Seidel Hospital

These hospitals contain over 92% of the bed capacity for the area.

The nursing homes visited were:

Dauphin County Hama and Hospital.
Blue Ridge Haven
Nightingale Convalescent and Rest ,tome

Homeland
Odd Fellows Home of Pennsylvania (Easte;11 District)
Leader Nursing Home

Although these nursing homes contained only 66% of the total bed

capacity, the unsurveyed nursing homes, by virtue of their C.P.A.

classifications, do not require specially trained health tech-

nicians in significant numbers. Fewer thin 9% of employees in

the unsurveyed nursing homes could be classified as "health

technicians." (Information and data obtained from these inter-

views will be found on pages 7-9, Tables A and 13.)
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Among the professional organizations contacted were:.

Pennsylvania State Nurses Association
Pennsylvania State Dental Association
Dauphin County Medical Society
Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association
Pennsylvania State Health Council
Pennsylvania Hospital Association
Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce

(Information from these interviews will be found on page 10,

Table C.)

B. Questionnaires were mailed to 319 medical.and osteopathic

physicians, and to 206 dentists within the tri-county area.

The rates of returned questionnaires were 37., from physicians

and 33% from dentists. The questionnaires requested informa-

tion on:

1. Personnel

Number
Full- or part -time employment
Average weekly salary
Current additional employment needs

2. Skills and Responsibilities of Presently Employed Personnel*

Technical
Laboratory
Office

3. Personnel Turnover Rates

4. Personal Opinions on the Health Manpower Situation

(See page 11, Table D.)

*In the writing of this report, it was determined that this data
was not pertinent to the present report.
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C. The Tri-county area's current health technician formal train-

ing programs are listed below.

1. Harrisburg Hospital's programs for:

Nursing
Radiologic Technology
Laboratory Assistants
Medical Technology
Nursing Anesthesia

2. Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital School of Nursing

3. Holy Spirit Hospital programs for:

Licensed Practical Nurse
Radiologic Technology
Certified Laboratory Assistants

4. Harrisburg Institute oi..Medical Arts

Program for Medical AssisUng

5. Harrisburg Public School Program

Licensed Practical Nursing

6. Central Pennsylvania 3usiness School
Medical Secretarial Division

Program primarily for training Medical
Secretaries and Medical Assistants

7. Thompson Institute

Secretarial program in business,
commerce and medicine
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TALE A

SU:,'ZIARY. DATA

Interviews: hospitals and 'Nursing Homes

Although the interviews were basically informal, the format in

the left column was used as a, guide for discussions. In the right

column are responses most frequently heard.

ajor :.teas of Discussion

S

Expansion Plans

Health Needs

Najority of institutions had already undergone
some expansion of facilities (new wings, addi-
tional rooms); all were involved in future

,4111...1111111L, "MS

A primary need in all institutionsRegistered
Nurses and trained nursing aides. Trained
Licensed Practical Nurses particularly needed
in Nursing Homes.

Hospitals in particular, ciee a need for:
supervisory personnel
administrative assitants
medical secretaries - trained
medical records personnel

Technical personnel--certified or registered,
in laboratory and X-ray, in all institutions.

Therapistsphysical, speech, recreational
auxiliary personnel in all areas, including
Dentistry; need for Dental Hysienists and
Assistants.

i Problems Affect- Shortage of personnel. in almost all instances
ing Personnel Needs was related to salar7. A definite need to,

raise .minimum wae in =ny areas.

Existing in-service (The content of the following types of pro-
Training Programs ;rums were not given.)

.

ININIma=

Some hospitals reported instructional programs,
specific in nature, of short duration, given
by staff physicians.

On-the-job training predominated in many of the
ancillary categories.



Major Areas of Discussion

TADLE A
(continued)

Findings

3

State and county programs of short duration
with limited enrollment.

Medical- secretarial schools provided some
personnel.

New Training
Programs Needed

"MO

In identifying programs for training in the
health services, the general concensus of most
institutions was that these programs could best
be undertaken by the two-year community college.

dissussants indicated willingness to par-
ticipate in community college programs.)

Prosrams:
1. Nursing (on all levels)--Registered Nurses,

aides, Licensed Prwl.tical Nurses, etc. Also
short term retraining programs in this area,
especially for supervisors.

2. :lospital management and administration of
hospitals and nursing homes.

3. Computer training programs to facilitate pay-
roll and accounting.

. !,:edical-Secretarial.
5. :.Medical- Records.

6. Therapy (occupational, speech, recreational,
physical).

7. X-ray and medical laboratory technicians.

In addition to technical programs, emphasis was
placed on the need for courses in humanities,
specifically human relations, to enhance the
technical qualifications.



TABLE 3

SUMMARY DATA

Hospitals and Nursing Homes Surveyed

Category Hospitals

9

Nursing Homes

Bed Capacity (total)
Bassinets

3906
.174

1021
WWI

Personnel (professional)
Nursing 1736 333
Technical (Lab., X-ray) 243 3

Medical Records 70 INDWIP

Secretarial 25 IMMO

Therapists (Physical & 44 10

Occupational)
Anesthetists 54 4
Social Service -13 --

Total 2190 355

.11111.1110.11....1.111 alitels.awevorse MmaIlller"....

Personnel (non-professional)
Dietary 352 44
Other* 367 71

(*housekeeping
maintenance

laundry)
Total 115

*Salary Range (per month)
Nursing: R.N. 4330 - 450

L.P.N. 225 - 325
Aides

Anesthetists (R.N..)
189
387

- 270
- 725

Technician: Laboratory 300 -.525
X-ray 310 - 500

Therapists 442 - 315
Medical records 216 - 350
Secretarial 207 - 504
Dietary 270 - 337............or

*These'figures represent minimums and maximums for many of the 'hospitals
and nursing homes. The ranges reported are considerably larger than any
one agency is likely to have.
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TABLE C

Summary of Opinions Obtained in Interviews
with

Representatives from Professional Organizations

10

The basic issues discussed during these interviews were:

a) Personnel needs
b) The role of the Community College as a potential

training institution.

Personnel Needs

Major need in Nursing personnel at all levels.-Registered
Nurses, Licensed Practical Nurses, Nurses aides.

Technicians: Medical laboratory and X-ray.

Therapists: Physical and Occupational.

Dental Hygienists and Dental Assistants.

Instructional personnel in Nursing and Technician areas.

Role of Community College

This institution can play a major 'Tale in raining pro-
fessional and technical personnel.

Training in the area of Business Adminis4ration and the
humanities.

Community College may replace hospital schools.

Community College could easily offer prora= in Dental
Hygiene and Dental Assisting.



TABLE D

SUMMARY DATA
from

Questionnaires Submitted'to
Medical and Osteopathic Physicians and Dentists

Categories

11

Physicians
Medical 64 Osteopathic Dentists

Personnel

'Nursing
Technical

Laboratory
X-ray
Dental Hygienist

Assisting
Medical
Dental

Secretarial
Anesthetist (Registered Nurse)

Total

1111a. ...1.101114
Employment (all personnel)

Full time
Part time

Salary Range (per month)*
Nursing
Dental Hygienist
Medical Assistant
Dental Assistant
Secretarial

(*includes part time and
full time employment)

80

14

33

2

1

Web

70

106

"1-37

15

MI

60

27

5

115

333 30

25 35

$233 - 675 OD OP

$337 - 585

225 - 450 OP NI

- 180 - 562

202 - 535 225 - 450

Personnel Turnover Rate
(in per cent)

Frequent (6-18 mos) 5 6

Moderate (13 mos-3 yrs). 27 40

Infrequent (3 yrs or more) 70 54
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Implications of Data

Economically, demographically, and socially, the Harrisburg

Tri - County Area may be viewed as a microcosm of the nation as a

whole. The percentage of health service workers in the total United

States labor force is about 4.5%. The tri-county area's health

service labor force is about 3.5%.* This represents a tri-county

deficiency of about 25%. The implications of this in terms of the

country's need for one million additional health manpower by 1975,

is that the tri - county area has before it a staggering task. It

must not only make up a 25% deficiency, but also must maintain a

35% increase in health manpower just to keep up with the national

trend. Ly 1975, the cri-county area must increase its health man-

power force by 60%i

One may well ask, "What are the reasons for the area's current

deficiency in health manpower, and what can the area do to relieve.

it?"

*Employment statistics for the unsurveyed hospitals and nursing
homes, and for physicians and dentists who did not return the ques-
tionnaires were inferred from the actual data gathered during the
study. The lack of standardization in reporting part-time and full-
time equivalents, an unknown overlap of work practices among part-time
personnel, and variations in classifying occupational titles according
to functions and responsibilities constituted variables which neces-
sitated adjustments in the final data.
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A Partial Analysis of the Area's Health Manpower Deficienc

In a society as complex as ours, no one factor can adequately

explain the source of difficulty. The oreasons" for manpower prob-

lems are multiple, and in most cases, compound each other by virtue

of their inter-relatedness. For example:

1. In recent years, the tri-county area has increased its service

facilities and total bed capacity. Current expansion plans

for several hospitals and nursing homes will add 500 more

beds. However, the area's capacity to train health tech-

nicians has remained relatively stable, and there are no

concrete plans to appreciably expand training facilities.

2. Most of the area's health technician programs ale located

in and sponsored by two major hospita13. While facilities

and potential clinical practice fields are increasing in the

"non-teachingl: hospitals, the teaching agencies cannot in-

crease the sizes or numbers of health technician programs

beyond their own capabilities to provide adequate clinical

experiences for their enrolled students. One of the area's

few x-ray technology programs is a case it point: no more

than four students per year are admitted to the program.

Such a program requires a low student-instructor ratio,

plu:, a very active service to ensure adequate clinical ex-

periences for each student. X-ray technology is one of the

health 'fields which is currently experiencing, and is

anticipating more acute shortages.
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3. Paradoxically, despite the limited number of student places

in existing programs, some programs frequently ;to begging!!

for students. This may be explained, in part, by the high

rate of out-of-state migration among people in the 18-44

year age group) This rate is particularly high among the

18-21 year olds--a potentially good group for career train-

ing.

4. High school students increasingly tend to prefer the college

setting for post-secondary technical and occupational educa-

tion. Consequently, they tend to select career, opportunities

from programs available to them in the colleges. Although

there are many junior and four year colleges in Pennsylvania,

very few offer health technology programs.

5. One of the more serious deterrents to attracting young people

into the health fields -- particularly young menis the gen-

erally low salary scales. This factor alone spawns a host

of problems for the entire health endeavor. Since other

industries can compete quite successfully for personnel, not

only are the new sources of manpower lost to the health

services industry - -a large number of alrecviy trained and

qualified health technicians are inexorably drawn away.

6. A somewhat less obvious, but nonetheless pertinent, factor

may be limited career mobility within the health disciplines.

A young person who is uncertain of his professional goal

1Ralph R. Fields, et. al., Community Colleges in Pennsylvania:

A Report to the State Board of Education, June 30, 1965, p. 32.
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would hesitate to select a career which requires a number

of years of preparation but for which he accrues little or

no academic credit. Should this person aspire to a higher

professional status, or to a different but related specialty,

he frequently must begin his education all over again. This

ulocked steps' quality is less characteristic in the engineer-

ing and education professions.

The aforementioned are just some of the factors contributing to

the tr-county area's health manpower deficit. They are not, by any

means, the only reasons, nor are they exclusive to the tri-county

area.

0= of the more difficult problems, and an area of major con-

cern in the health occupations, is that of appropriate utilization

of existing personnel. Are more dentists actually needed, or would

it be possible, instead, to increase the productivity of present

numbers by preparing well-qualified dental auxiliaries? Auxiliary

personnel could perform routine and non-professional tasks; e.s.v

preparing instrument trays for specific procedures, cleaning and

sterilizing instruments, maintaining records and appointment calen-

dars, performing simple laboratory procedures, etc. The dentist

would thus be free to engage in clinical activities for which his

advanced professional educatipn had prepared him. Indeed, it has

been advanced that uIf all of the nation's 100,000 dentists knew

how to use chairside assistants, and if there were 300,000 such
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assistants, the nation's dental needs could be met."

It does not suffice, therefor, to say we need more health

personnel when we do not know if they are functioning in capacities

commensurate with their education and technical training. This

issue suggests its on solution--a comprehensive job analysis in

each technical area, particularly those which are experiencing

severe or chronic shortages.

1State University of New York at Buffalo, nik Proposal for the
Establishment of a School of Health Related Professions, June, 1965
(mimeographed).
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Recommendations

As it is true that no one factor can be cited as the prime

cause for the manpower deficit, it is equally true that no one

panacea can be the ultimate cure. Because the range of health ser-

vices is broad and varied, and manpower needs differ for various

types of health agencies (i.e., general hospitals, nursing homes,

institutions for the mentally ill, private practitioners, etc.),

several suggested measures to relieve shortages may be undertaken

concurrently.

The tri-county area has a two-fold task: 1) make up a 25%

deficit in trained health manpower; and 2) increase the supply of

trained personnel by an additional 35% to meet anticipated needs by

1975. It has been noted that there are no plans to greatly expand.

and increase existing area health technology programs. Thus, other

educational resources must be sought to augment present facilities

and programs. One such resource is the two-year comprehensive

public community college--a general description of which is as

follows:

The comprehensive community college ref Letts the pattern
of the comprehensive secondary school and, in some in-
stances, is simply an upward extension of secondary educa-
tion into the thirteenth and fourteenth years. Its avowed
purposes include providing all the post-high school educa-
tional services--from cultural activities of general
community interest to college - transfer programs. Its
students come from all age groups and socioeconomic back-
grounds and bring with them an infinite variety of abilities,
motivations, and attitudes. The community college, then,
is the medium through which the educational services which
society must have can be extended to all. Its programs
must reflect the needs of the local community as well as
the more generalized and shifting needs of a technological
and scientific society. By its very breadth and lack of
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selectivity, it can provide educational services beyond
the high school for all those who want to take advantage
of such opportunities)

The Harrisburg tri-county area is fortunate to have such an

institution within its confines--the Harrisburg Area Community Col-

lege. Its presence is perhaps the area's greatest single asset for

not only meeting present health manpower needs, but for providing

opportunity for a continuous supply of qualified personnel. Several

characteristics make the community college particularly suitable for

the education of health technicians. The more pertinent of these are:

1. The institution's administration, faculty, staff, financial

structure, plant and buildings, curriculum, et. al., are

completely and totally designed and prepared to deliver the

one commodity its consumers seek--an education.

2. Educationally, there must be a merging of special and general

education in a student's experiences to prepare him to meet

his responsibilities in today's challenging society. The

Community College through its programs in the humanities,

social, and natural sciences, has the advantage over spe-

cialized institutions (e.g., hospitals), in that it provides

the educational atmosphere and broad associations which tend

to expand the world of the student. The humanities and human

relations, which have often been cited as needs for health

technicians, are already an integral part of the college

curriculum.

10. 3locker, R. Plumner, and R. C. Richardson, Jr., The TWO Year
Colle,,e: A Social Synthesis, Prentice-Hall,'4nglewood Cliffs, New

Jersey, 1965, p. 41.
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3. The con:munity college has already demonstrated its ability

to offer quality programs in a number of health technologies.

One notable example is the almost 200 programs in associate

degree nursing.

4. With its complex of laboratory, library, ano classroom fac-

ilities, the community college is in a position to accommodate

larger numbers of students in a variety of programs.. More-

over, the college has a permanent qualified faculty who, by

virtue of being prepared in many disciplines, can be utilized

more efficiently, and economically.

5. For the student, the community college offers the unique ad-

vantages of

a) career flexibility--exposure to a broad spectrum of

career opportunities enables the student to select the

one which suits him while he gains the necessary orien-

tation and scientific base upon which to build.

b) guidance--the presence of a well-staffed and qualified

guidance department offers the student continuing

opportunities for personal, career, and academic eval-

uation.

The centering of technical curricula in an educational facility

offers a number of other advantages. One of these is, the entire

communityvs clinical resources would be available as Hextended

campuses't to the community college. In an earlier sectionsof this

report, it was pointed out that most of the health technology pro-

grnms for the tri - county area are centered in'two major hospitals.

The sizes and numbers of those programs are, therefore, limited by
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the clinical practice opportunities in those institutions. T L e

pre ence or lack of appropriate and adequate clinical facilities is

one of the most important criteria hich would determine if a com-

munity college can undertake a particular health occupation

curriculum.

Increasin'?: and expanding the clinical practice fields would

permit a larger enrollment of students in the various technical pro-

0arams.

SomeSome of the hospital - ;rased could not employ full-time

instructors for some of their oroar,-, '',-ca-se student enrollment is

limited. 4. 7 e , ^1 y ;a1 'kdonsequent, sue: eoe e as service

1)ersonnel, or conversely, service personnel may be asked to serve as

Llen nacessa,-/ 3ecause oa: its -)otentinilv laraerCo

2 " " 4e..;.,J.L.1..tat, it becomes econo::lically feasible for the college

tt.to em-Dloy a full-time acuity4 'n- iesa

' n.It thus relieves the Inutv,c--1 no2itals *aaving to recruit and

retaln .;:.flte-to-come-by qua. fled instructors.

Iiarha,)s the most significant contribution to the

community collee is onc which is just being develo-Dad in other

oecu):;ational fic1,1s, an'.. which is in t..e 4..ot,eL,0 of develooment for

it is the "cars curriculum.,'

01%111 02 ,reld understardis Ca:1=0" tOM/0

w 12C embodi-

spectrum of health services into a core curriculum could serve as a

basic ''.3"-'1'40'1'0 further SDCei ali sation in particular health occu-

pations.

la the field of business administration, for exam-ole,
many institutions require all students to take a common
--r-o rr' of cLuales in accounting, zinance, management,.
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and marketing, supnl=eated, of course, by basic

instl-uetion in the field of economics This require-

ment in general education outside the field of business
provides the general body of fact and theory that the

successful businessman will need, regardless of his

ultimate choice of a specialized occupation.1

A common core curriculum for the health technologies could be

human anatomy and physiology, psychology, sociology, chemistry, and

physics.

This kind of development further enhanCes the logic of centering

health technology education in the coximunity college.

Notwithstanding the above, it is important to note that there

are, more than 700 community and junior colleges in the :hilted States

today and many more are ,310--ed. =u 3, time enrollments ranging

..1^nfrom an average or OUQ to over 6 003 in some coil is di--1 -

cult 7o ignore the ,)otential of these institutions in the education

eee.,:aielans n o" -ms.

addition to degree procrrams, comprehensive community colleges

can offer a variety of short-term non-degree proL.ramo as part of its

contribution to mfa education and its commitm ent to provide educa-

tional ory)ortunities for adults as well as mouth. Some kinds of

programs could be sponsored by the college through its evening

and entension division are:

aefreshe" courses for health personnel wno aave been away

7: for: a ?eriod of ti=s 1,zany nurses who have

interrur)ted tneir careers to marry and raise families would

.;amuel 3askin2 editor, ;,1,,ner.Education: Some Newer Developments,
:look Company, New York, 193.), p. 44.
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welcome an opportunity to renew their skills and to become

acquainted with new knowledge and techniques before they

re-enter the labor market. The same is true of medical

laboratory Lechnicians, x-ray technicians, and others.

2. Workshop programs for presently employed health personnel

on such topics as supervision, interpersonal relations,

hospital management, etc.

3. Institutes or seminars in such topics as instrumentation for

the hearth field; new cozIceots and

services; implication, 1...?..t.a1e..ahation, and scope of new

legislation relating to medical care and services, etc.

4 One-year programs: soma colleges have eliminated the -feneral

"w.° ..t
04. .J.wo . ..2.vn one-

year training programs in cercal.D areas, e.g., medical

secretarial, medical assisting, dental assisting, labora-

tory ascistins anc. ?::accical nursing.

In short, because of its location, Ooitment and= resources;

community college is in an admira.)la position to serve as one of

the ma7or coo rdinatin agencies to increase the and quality

of health technicians.

The commu.,,,f'w college represents a prime resource for alleviat-..w.Mor

ins ,.ae =i-county health manpower difficulti :s. There area however,

a a=ber oz ot'aer actions T. could be undertaken by existing health

estZDlishments to remedy some of the personnel oroblems. Among these

are:

amon2 all clinical" ,^ (7, i , e%,. t.

faciliti.cs engaged in providing in-service education. This
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would tend to standardize qual.:y of instruction, and to a

large dezree, ultimately, the quality of services rendered.

2. Standardizing, as much as possible, salary scales for the

various classes of health personnel. While hospital and

nursing home personnel turnover rates were not determined, a

problem existed in this area. Workers generally 1:switchedt,

jobs for obetter salaries. TIlis problem could be remedied

in large measure by equalizing salary scales in similar

occupational classes.

3 Conducting a comprehensive job analysis in the health tech-

nologies ia order to:

a) L,1-andardize personnel functions and res-)onsibilities
in similar types of health services.

arrive at more efficient use of health manpower.

Estaolis.11n- a central unit for the tri-counzy area which
,

would function as a type of uemployment azency

for hea t service ,:yersonnel. '73 "; 4.

- et. f. rr. " ",-

i L L
tr, 1",

e,,i,ee..ed on"

Such a unit

coordinate health technology recruitment pro-

3rams a=ng the scaools.
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Conclusion

The health service industry is presently the third largest

industry in the country. At its present rate of growth, it may

beconle the second or even the first largest industry. Training

and use of personnel almost certainly must be undertaken as a

cooperative, coordinated effort among all agencies and practition-

ers. The Harrisburg tri-county area n s made such an effort by

supporting the health manpower survey discussed in this report.

It is, however, only a bare beginnia3. T'ae talent and resources

to continue what has been

deployed wisely and expeditiously.

aqZnn'r

Survey .)irector

July 23, 1 )56

are available. 'hey must be
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